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  LUNATM 4


      
              
  Facial cleansing device


      
              
  Fresh & radiant. 
Smooth & soft. 
Firm & healthy.


      
      
    

    

    
        

    
    
              Buy now
      
          

    

  





  
  

  


  

    
          
  Swedish facial cleanse with clinically proven results.


    
          
  

Meet cutting-edge technology that’s designed to give you a deep in-pore cleanse. Remove 99% of dirt, oil and makeup residue. Boost circulation and collagen. Promote lymphatic drainage. Reduce puffiness. Improve absorption of active ingredients. And enjoy skin firming T-Sonic™ massages with your LUNA™ 4.




Say goodbye to ineffective skincare routines and embrace the award-winning LUNA™ 4 brush for the softest deep cleanse of your life.
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  LUNATM 4


      
              
  Real results


      
      
    

    

    
        

  





  
  
  



  

          
  WHY YOUR SKIN WILL LOVE IT


    
    
          
  Clinically proven


LUNATM 4 uses T-SonicTM pulsations and velvety-soft silicone touchpoints to remove impurities trapped deep within pores. It is clinically proven to remove 99% of dirt, oil, and makeup residue, and is 35x more hygienic than brushes with nylon bristles.


Based on third-party clinical trials


Tailored cleansing


3 brush types - for balanced, sensitive or combination skin. Gentle, Regular & Deep cleanse modes - for different areas of the face & neck. 16 adjustable T-SonicTM pulsation intensities. 100% of users report more refreshed & radiant skin.


Based on third-party consumer trials




    
    
  



    
  





  
  

  

          

  
  
  
  
  

  

    
    
          
  Firming massages


Guided firming massages help reduce fine lines & sagging, relax facial & neck muscle tension points, and improve lymphatic drainage - targeting visible signs of aging. 86% of users report skin looks & feels firmer and more elastic.


Based on third-party consumer trials


Flawless prep


The best way to prep skin, for a more effective skincare routine. LUNATM 4 enables active ingredients in your creams, serums, and masks to penetrate deep into skin, where they work best. 98% of users experience better absorption of skincare products.


Based on third-party consumer trials
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  Reduce blemishes


Made of ultra-hygienic silicone, LUNATM 4 is bacteria-resistant to reduce breakouts. It also gently exfoliates skin, removing dead skin cells to reveal fresh healthy skin below. 96% of users report healthier-looking skin, while 81% report reduced appearance of blemishes.


Based on third-party consumer trials


Upgraded design


The most gentle LUNATM yet, it’s made of 17% softer silicone touchpoints that glide even more effortlessly across skin to preserve its natural elasticity. It also features a new travel-lock function, 3 cleansing modes, and 5 massage patterns.
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Clinically proven

      
        
      
              
          LUNATM 4 uses T-SonicTM pulsations and velvety-soft silicone touchpoints to remove impurities trapped deep within pores. It is clinically proven to remove 99% of dirt, oil, and makeup residue, and is 35x more hygienic than brushes with nylon bristles.


Based on third-party clinical trials
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Tailored cleansing

      
        
      
              
          3 brush types - for balanced, sensitive or combination skin. Gentle, Regular & Deep cleanse modes - for different areas of the face & neck. 16 adjustable T-SonicTM pulsation intensities. 100% of users report more refreshed & radiant skin.


Based on third-party consumer trials
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Firming massages

      
        
      
              
          Guided firming massages help reduce fine lines & sagging, relax facial & neck muscle tension points, and improve lymphatic drainage - targeting visible signs of aging. 86% of users report skin looks & feels firmer and more elastic.


Based on third-party consumer trials
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Flawless prep

      
        
      
              
          The best way to prep skin, for a more effective skincare routine. LUNATM 4 enables active ingredients in your creams, serums, and masks to penetrate deep into skin, where they work best. 98% of users experience better absorption of skincare products.


Based on third-party consumer trials
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Reduce blemishes

      
        
      
              
          Made of ultra-hygienic silicone, LUNATM 4 is bacteria-resistant to reduce breakouts. It also gently exfoliates skin, removing dead skin cells to reveal fresh healthy skin below. 96% of users report healthier-looking skin, while 81% report reduced appearance of blemishes.


Based on third-party consumer trials
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Upgraded design

      
        
      
              
          The most gentle LUNATM yet, it’s made of 17% softer silicone touchpoints that glide even more effortlessly across skin to preserve its natural elasticity. It also features a new travel-lock function, 3 cleansing modes, and 5 massage patterns.
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  Clinical-consumer results


    
          
  Clinically proven to remove 99% of dirt, oil & makeup residue.


100% of users report more refreshed and radiant skin.


98% of users report skin feels smoother and softer.


98% of users report better absorption of skincare products.


96% of users report healthier-looking skin.


86% of users report skin looks & feels firmer and more elastic.


81% of users report reduced appearance of blemishes.
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  LUNATM Micro-Foam Cleanser 2.0


              

    
    

      
      
      
    

    

    
        

  





  
  




  

          
  Micro-Foam Cleanser


    
          
  Lighter than air. 
For a soft, gentle cleanse.


    
          
  Wash away your day with this gentle foaming cleanser. Formulated with skin-replenishing amino acids and vitamin E to help retain moisture. Skin is left soft, naturally radiant and healthy-looking.


Vegan, cruelty-free, fragrance-free, dermatologist tested, and for all skin types.



    
          Learn more
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  PROFESSIONALLY TAILORED


      
              
  Massage 
patterns


      
      
    

    

    
        

  





  
  
  
  
  

  

    
    
          
  	[image: ]Lymphatic Drainage Massage


	Boosts circulation - eyes & jaw.

	
	[image: ]Deep Tissue Massage


	Relieves tension - cheeks & jaw.

	
	[image: ]Trigger Point Massage


	Relieves muscle tightness - neck.

	
	[image: ]Shiatsu Massage


	Promotes calm - forehead & temples.

	
	[image: ]Reflexology Massage


	Restores energy - eyebrows & ears.
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  HOW TO USE


      
              
  Simple & easy
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          STEP 1

        

      
              
          

            
LUNA™ Cleansing Balm

      
        
      
              
          Scoop out an almond-sized amount of balm, and rub between fingers until it melts into an oil. Then gently massage onto dry face in circular motions, focusing on makeup-heavy areas. 
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LUNA™ Micro-Foam Cleanser

      
        
      
              
          

Remove the balm and all the impurities it has collected with warm water or a washcloth. Then apply a pea-sized amount of the Micro-Foam Cleanser evenly over damp face and neck.
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          STEP 3

        

      
              
          

            
LUNA™ Facial Cleansing Device

      
        
      
              
          Wet LUNA™ 4 and press the universal button to turn on the device. Then glide the device in circular motions around your face and neck, massaging the cleanser into your pores. Once finished, rinse face/neck and device.
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          STEP 4

        

      
              
          

            
Firm

      
        
      
              
          Apply FOREO's Serum. Turn on device & press the universal button to activate firming massage, or select preferred firming massage routine in FOREO app.
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  LIFETIME OF RESULTS


      
              
  One-time 
investment
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	Premium quality & a product life of years, with no replacement parts required. Ever.

	
	[image: ]Cruelty-free & Vegan


	No animals were used in the development and testing of this product.

	
	[image: ]Staggering battery life


	USB rechargeable with up to 600 uses per single charge.

	
	[image: ]Hygienic & Waterproof


	Made of bacteria-resistant silicone, 100% waterproof, easy to clean.
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              FOREO, the Swedish expert in connected beauty, has come up with an express protocol to transform your bathroom into a high-tech spa.
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              The FOREO BEAR™ microcurrent device has five intensities to help lift and contour the various areas of the face. It has an anti-shock system to protect your skin and comes with a paired app to programme various facial workouts.
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              The feeling of freshness UFO™ 2 offers, tones and moisturizes the skin in just 2 minutes (...) helping to neutralize imperfections such as sagging skin, excessive swelling and dilated pores.
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              The most compact LED face mask here, its handbag-friendly size didn't compromise its performance. Skin looked brighter after use - 73% of testers were pleased with their added glow.
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              The silicone bristles are softer than your typical brush and more sanitary for all the germaphobes out there, but still left 87% with squeaky-clean skin.
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              FOREO Imagination™ has a luxurious, creamy texture, taking away the homemade feel of DIY masks and making them feel as fancy as a clinic treatment for a spa at home vibe.
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UFO™ 3

      
              
        

            Deep facial hydration anti-aging device

      
      

      


      
      
  


            
        $ 359
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PEACH™ 2 go

      
              
        

            Pack your suitcase. And forget the razor.

      
      

      


      
      
  


            
        $ 299
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IRIS™ 2

      
              
        

            Refreshed eyes. In just 1 minute.

      
      

      


      
      
  


            
        $ 179
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LUNA™ 3 plus

      
              
        

            Heated cleansing & microcurrent facial device

      
      

      


      
      
  


            
        $ 299
      

      



    

  



      
                        
              
      
    

  


      

    
    
  





  
  
  



  

          
  LEARN ABOUT THE SCIENCE BEHIND


    
    
          
  	T-SonicTM pulsations
	Ultra-hygienic silicone
	Clinical results & Expert reviews




    
    
  




  
  

  

          

                  
            

      

              INDEPENDENT REVIEWS
BY BAZAAR VOICE
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                      Australia
                      
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                    
                    

                  
	
                    
                      Canada
                      
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                    
                    

                  
	
                    
                      France
                      
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                    
                    

                  
	
                    
                      Germany
                      
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                    
                    

                  
	
                    
                      Spain
                      
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                    
                    

                  
	
                    
                      United Kingdom
                      
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                    
                    

                  
	
                    
                      United States
                      
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                    
                    

                  



            	
                  
                    Australia
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Austria
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Bahrain
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Belgium
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Bermuda
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/18/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Bosnia & Herzegovina
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Brunei
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Bulgaria
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Canada
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    China
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/12/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Croatia
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/12/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Cyprus
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Czechia
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Denmark
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Estonia
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Finland
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    France
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    French Polynesia
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Germany
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Gibraltar
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Greece
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Hong Kong SAR China
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Hungary
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Iceland
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Ireland
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Isle of Man
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Israel
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Italy
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Japan
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Jersey
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Kazakhstan
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/19/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Kuwait
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Latvia
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Lebanon
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Lithuania
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Luxembourg
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Macao SAR China
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Malaysia
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Malta
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/12/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Mexico
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Monaco
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Netherlands
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    New Zealand
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/12/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Norway
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Oman
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Philippines
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Poland
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Portugal
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Puerto Rico
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Qatar
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Réunion
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Romania
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Saudi Arabia
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Singapore
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Slovakia
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Slovenia
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/12/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    South Korea
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Spain
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Sweden
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/14/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Switzerland
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/12/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Taiwan
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/17/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Thailand
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/16/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Turkey
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    United Arab Emirates
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    United Kingdom
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    United States
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/13/24
                      
                  

                
	
                  
                    Uzbekistan
                    
                      Delivery estimate: 4/15/24
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